TEDDY
BEAR

DIRECTIONS
UNHINGED

Designed by Sheri Meier

• Basic sewing supplies
• Bear Templates for cutting
• Stuffing for the bear
• 1 yard fabric

Supply:

1)Stitch two ear sections together.
**Wrong side of fabric together.
**Back stitch at beginning and end leaving
the straight edge open.
a) Clip curves
b) Turn right side out.
c) Press ear flat.
d) Stuff ear
e) Stitch straight edges of ear together.

2) Stitch side sections
of head together along
the center front seam.

3) Pin center to heads starting
with the nose, placing on center
seam section of head and pin on
both side.
a) Stitch
b) Clip curves

4) Place ear 3/4” on each side
of the center head seams
a) Sew in place.

5) Stitch the sections on the back of the head together along center
back seam.

6) Stitch head back
to center and sides
matching center seam,
leaving the neck edges
open.
a) Clip curves.

8) Stitch the front side of the body
together along the front seams.

a) Clip curves

9) Stitch two leg sections together, wrong sides together, at center
front seam. Leave opening at back
of foot for stuffing.
a) Clip curves

7) Turn right side out.

10) To attach the foot take
the foot and fold it in half
horizontally mark on wrong
side of fabric at each edge of
the fold line.
a) Fold in half the other direction and
mark on wrong side of fabric at each
edge of the fold line.

11) Place the foot in the opening of the leg for the foot pad right side to
right side so the vertical and horizontal lines that you drew so the foot is
matching the sew joints.
a) Pin around the foot pad and leg
b) Sew around the curricular raw edges of the foot.
c) Clip your curves
d) Turn leg inside out.

12) Fold top of leg bringing the front and back seams together.
a) Baste top of leg closed.

13) Repeat for other leg.

14) On the front section of the body
baste the legs to the body ¾ away from
the center seam. **Be careful which way
you baste the legs DO NOT put them on
backwards.

15) Stitch the dart closed in each
sections of the back piece.

16) Stitch the back of body sections
right sides together leaving a 3"
opening for stuffing.
17) Place the front of the bear part with
the legs attached and fold the legs in
between the back and front remembering
to place the center seams together.
a) Pin to hold in place.
b) Sew **Be very careful to not catch the legs in the
body seams.

18) Turn the bear body right side out again for arm placement.
19) Stitch two arms sections right side together leaving and opening
at the back of the arm for stuffing.
a) Clip curves
b) Turn right side out.
c) Baste the top of arm closed
d) Fold it in half to find the center. Place the center of the arm on the side seam at the top
of the neck and baste in place.

20) Turn the body of the
bear inside out so the legs
and arms are inside the
bear belly and back.

21) With the right sides together place the
head inside the body matching the center
seams. **Remember to make sure you have
the front of the head facing the front of the
bear seam.

a) Pin in place
b) Stitch around catching the basting seams from the arm.
c) Turn the bear right side out through the hole in the opening in the back.

22) Stuff the bear paying close attention to the nose area. The bottom of
the feet will take lots of stuffing.
23) Close all the openings using a ladder stitch.
24) For the eyes or noes you can do your own twist. Try sewing on
buttons or use a satin stitch.
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